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IF THERE IS TO BE A HASTINGS COMMUNITY, THE STUDENTS MUST HAVE A VOICE.

Slowing Economy Affects Hiring Season
Disappointing Oe I Forces Students to Look Elsewhere for Jobs
by At/eke £Oyll/rg. 3L

For three weeks every fall,

over five hundred students stream
through the Gold Room in twenty-and
thirty-minute increments to meet with
over two hundred employers. This

When the tech bubble burst,
law finns' rosy expectations disappeared and hiring decreased dramatically. SariZimmennan, the director of
career services, has not seen this kind
oflegal market since the recession of

the early 19905. At that time, Hastings
at graduation placement ratc was
around 40%. Then, as now, law flnns
cut back on the size oftheir summer

See

oel ..................... Page
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process, known at H astings as OCI -

short for on-campus interviews - is a
ritual at law schools throughout the
counlry and our most visibJccarccr
service program. Employers al ocr

are primarily mid-size and large law
finns, though fifteen to t\ventypercent
of the employers are government or
public-service related.
In the past two years, entrylevel attorney salaries rose to record
highs and law finns plarmed aggressive
cxpansion in Silicon Valley to accommodate a growing market. As a result,
at-graduation employment forthe class
of200 I is projected at over sixty
percent. Over the last five years the
at-gmduation placement rates averaged fifty-six percent. This rate is
affected by hiring at DCI because
many participating employers offer
post-graduation jobs to rising secondyear students. In a typical year, thirtythree percent of graduating Hastings
students find jobs through DCI. This
year is not typical.

Aharon Barak, President of the Supreme Court of Israel delIVerS Tobrmer Lecture at U.C. Hastings
011 Seplembcr24, 200t
Photo by Fran Marsh

Aharon Barak Delivers Timely Tobriner Lecture
Head of Israeli Supreme Court Speaks Out On Terrorism, Freedom, and the U.S. Supreme Court
by Brooke Goolsby. lL

The 2001 Matthew O.
Tobrinor Memorial Lecture hosted
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Aharon Barak, President (Chief
J ustiee) ofthe Supreme Court of Israel
on September 24, 200\. President
Barak was born in Lithuania and after
sLUViving the Holocaust, immigrated to
Israel in 1947. He studied law, economics, and international relations at
the Hebrew University i.n Jerusalem
wherehejoinedthefaeultyin 1968
and became Dean in 1974. He has
also served as Israel's Attorney
General and was a legal advisor to the
Camp David Delegation. He was
appointed to the Supreme Court in
1978 and became the head of the
cntirej udicial system in 1995. In

addition, he has taught law school as a
visiting professor al Yale, Harvard and
NC\\I York University.
While President Barak's visit
to Hastings was platmed months in
advance, the timing of his speech was
especially salient aller the terrorist
attacks in the U.S. on September II,
2001. As President Barak said,
"Terror is part and parcel oflife [in
Israel]. One Israeli is killed every day,
which would be the equivalent of60
Americans." The challenge for him and
his Court is to handle the tension

See Barak, ..

........ Page 2

The Changing
California Associate
Job Market
by Valerie A. Fo,,(aille

The California legal market
continues to evolve. This article will
address the changes over the past year
and their impact on opportunities for
young associates.
Law finn hiring, like the
economy, is cyclical. We have seen
ups and downs over the past twenty
years, and following explosive growth
in the late 1990's, we are, once again,
in a downswing.
Dramatic law firm growth
began in the exuberant 1980's, with
California based ftnns expanding in
size and number of offices. Moreover,
many national finns from New York
City, Washington, D.C. and the
Midwest opened California branch
offices, mostly in Los Angeles, to
share in the state's economic boom.
Law finns hired both new and lateral
associates, as well as partners, at
previously unheard oflcvels.
This sceminglyunending
upward trajectory came to an abrupt
halt in the early '90's, when the
economy went into a very severe
slump - longer and deeper in Southern
California than elsewhere. There was a
concomitant decline in law finn hiring
and considerable "downsizing" within
thc associate ranks and "rightsizing" at
the partnership levels. Some mid-sized
and smaller finns completely dissolved
and unprofitable branch offices closed.
Today, there is marked
slowing in the hiring of transactional
lawyers at alllevcls of seniority, and
actual layoffs and downsizing are in
process. Northern California is the
hardest hit because it expanded most
dramatically over the past few years,
primarily in the Silicon Vaney high
technology and biotech markets.
Nonetheless, the news is not all gloom
and doorn, as law finns continue to
hire for their SUllUller associate pro-

See Job MarkeL ......... Page 3
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Barak ........... Frorn Front Page

when exercising discretion. First, he
stated ''that law is not an end in itself
instead it is a means to a social func-'
tion." And second, he mentioned the
need to reflect on the importance of
justice and maintain a "beliefin human
spirit." 'That is my lesson from surviving the Holocaust," he said.
A judge is able to do this
because he or she has the luxury of
saying "no"to the majority. A5President Barak said, "Judges can and
should do what is Wlpopular ifit is right
because a
judge'snonaccDWltability
isnota
weakness,
buta
strength."ln
his book,
Judicial

between security and freedom in an
attempt to balance the needs of the
individual and society. According to
Barak, there is no right answer, and
every government and nation must
make hard decisions and resolve the
tension in its own way.
President's Barak's lecture
focused on the need for judicial
discretion in ademocracy. In clear-cut
cases, discretion is notal ways needed.
However, when
'
•
deciding the
hard cases, a
judge should use
his or her own
philosophy to
findtheperfec!
balance between individual
and societal
Discretion,
rights. And
President
although ajudge
Barak further
should never
expounds on
depend immedi- President Aharon Barak
this topic. He
ately on subjecjustifiesthis
tive reasoning,
type of
when there are
discretion because if a judge is to
no rational, objective guides, "subjecobtain the trust of the people, he must
tivity is allowed to enter." A judge
act honestly and without being swayed
should draw upon reason, reflect on
by forced outside the judicial process.
life experience, examine other areas of He wrote, "The judge has neither
the law and social sciences, and follow
sword nor purse. All he has is the
history.
public 's confidence in him .... TherePresident Barak noted two
fore, in exercising his discretion, the
considerations he takes into account
judge must bear this in mind."

"The judge has neither sword nor
purse. All he has is
the public's confidence in him."
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From Dialogu e Comes Truth

When perfOmllng this balancing act between stability and change, a
judge's strength lies in being selfcritical, admitting mistakes, and above
all, being honest. A5 he himself wrote
in one opinion, "In other words, I
change my mind." Also, a judge should
be open to plurality. His decisions
should mesh with other branches of the
government and with society's views.
A recent example of a "hard"
case ofbalancing rights is seen in a
decision handed down in 1999. In a
case brought by the Israeli human
rights group, B'Tselem, the Court had
to decide iftorture could be used in
police interrogations. The scenario is
frighteningly similar to what our nation
could face in the coming months.
The police had arrested a man
suspected of knowing when and where
a terrorist act would be carried out
The police were asking to use tacti~s
such as keeping the suspect in ali.
uncomfortable chair, not allowing
visitors, and utilizing "moderate
physical pressure." These tactics have
been defined as torture by international
standards. President Barak 'sCourt
had to detennine ifone individual's
civil rights outweighed the need to
protect society.
The Court decided that there
could never be authorization for
torture. The result was to prohibit
police tactics that violate an
individual'sbasicrights. However, the
Court added the clause, "If an individual tortures without authorization,
he may have a defense of necessity."
In this way, the Court was able to
prote<::t the rightsofindividuals, while
allowing for protection ofnational
security in limited and necessary
circumstances.
While for some this is an
imperfect balance, there are no easy
answers in cases such as the one
described above. And by drawing
equally upon notions ofjusticc, the
history of~e nation, and the judges'
personal philosophies, the Court was
able to strike a balance. The challenge
forthe United States in the upcoming
months will be to find a fonnula that
will align with the principles ulx.m
which this nation was founded, along
with the basic rights afforded to every
citizen and the right to live free from
terror.
Read something you would
like to comment on?
Submit a letter to tbe editor.
E-mail to lawncwS@uchastings.eduor
drop them in the locked submission
box in the SIC.

Backlash Reported
Across America
This issue of the Hastings Law
was printed exactly one month after
the terrorist attacks on the United
States. Because there were 645
reported incidents of backlash against
Americans of South A5ian or Middle
Eastern descent in the week following
the atta?k, the Law News has reserved thi's space ofth"e paper to
report on the month that America
became less free. All of the infonnation contained in this article comes
from "American Backlash: Terrorists
Bring War Home in More Ways Than
One" a report compiled by the South
A5ian American Leaders ofTomorrow
("SAALT'). The statistics have been
copied directly from the report.
SAALT is a national non-profit
organization dedicated to fostering
leadership and civic engagement
among South Asian Americans.
On that eleventh day of
September, millions ofAmericans
realized that their lives would no longer
be the same. These Americans, many
of whom could trace their roots to the
Middle East or South Asia, shared in
the pain, fear, and anger that all
Americans felt over the terrorist
attacks that led to the destruction of
the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon.
For Americans of South Asian
or Middle Eastern descent, however,
their fear was compoun4ed by the
possibility that they would be unjustly
held responsible for the vile acts of
terrorists because of the color of their
skin or the religion they practiced. The
backlash took the fonn of racial jokes
made in the workplace, verbal harassment in the streets, phone threats to
individuals in their homes., property
damage and violence at places of
worship, and the shooting deaths of
several individuals.
Many members of Middle
Eastern and South A5ian communities
reported that they were frightened to
leave their homes, attend work or
school, or practice their religions for
fear that they would be the target of
discrimination or attacks.
The purpose of the SAALT
report was to document these stories
of backlash rather than let them slip
into obscurity. It was also intended 00
encourage the media (including the

See Reaction ............. Page II
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Del ,............ From Front Page
employers have candIdly told students
that they will make fewerofTers for
summer programs. Many employers
are enforcing hiring standards more
rigidly.
The gloomy economic predictions would suggest that students will
be more aggressive in their job
searches this year. Career services has
seen disturbing trends to the contrary.
Fewer students are coming
into career services to make appointments with the counselors. Each day
three or four students fail to show up
for their interviews without notice~a
dramatic increase according to career
services.
In addition, students were less
interested in applying to geographically
diverse firms, concentrating their
efforts on the bay area. Over two
dozen employers were underbid in
OCI. Eighteenemployersdid not get
enough resumes to fill their schedules
and subsequently withdrew.
This geographic inflexIbility
makes an already tight legal market
more difficult. Hastings has an average
class size of 400. Seventy percent of
those students seek jobs in the bay

HASTINGS LAw NEWS

area. In comparison, average class
sizes at Davis and Stanford range from
160-185 while Boalt'saverage class is
270-290. In 1999, only 602 graduates
from law schools nationwide found
jobs in San Francisco.
Despite the economy,
Zimmennanremaihsoptimistic.
Zimmennan maintains that "the market
doesn't effect who gets jobs, just
when. It may take longer. Students
may need to put more time into their
job search." She recommends a multipronged approach to finding a job ~
both talking to peo}>le and doing
research in broad areas of the law.
Some students who had not
made career service appointments
were lUlenthusiastic about the office
based on an impression that most
resources were in handouts or binders.
Career services is fighting hard against
that impression. Theofficeis in the
process of hiring an additional career
counselor. The entire office staffis
eager to sit down with students and
develop individual strategi~ for finding
jobs. "We get lonely if we don't see
students,"saidZimmennan. "We're
here to help people find their dream
jobs."

grams, make penn anent offers to
summer associates of2oo1, and hire
new graduates with an eye towards
improved economic conditions.
The sheer size oftoday's legal
market is enonnous. There are over
136,000 active attorneys in California,
and the State Bar's recent demographic study shows that 45% of them
practice in the Los Angeles area, and
30% in the Bay Area. Thestate'sfive
largest legal markets, in descending
order, are as follows: Los Angeles
County; San Francisco Bay Area,
(including Silicon Valley); Orange
County; San Diego; and Sacramento.
Over the past 20 years, the
law finn model evolved from a professional collegial club to a business
entity; the emphasis now is definitely
on the bottom line. Whereas "gentlemen" lawyers ofold did not disclose
revenues, profits, or compensation,
today that infonnation is regularly
disbursed in legal publications and via
numerous Internet web sites. Indeed,
almost immediately upon the decision
by Northem California law finns to
begin layoffs, that news was transmitted nationwide.
Another major change is the
increase oflawyer- most notably
PropS also playa major role in his
pat1ner--mobility. Attorneys no longer
pedagogical method. No Criminal
spend an entire career in one finn.
Law student of his will ever forget the
When offered highercompel1sation,
famed "Mens Rea Helmet". Torts
more managerial responsibility, ora
students fondly recall the bags of
chance to head up a practice area,
Mother's Cookies thrown into the
many partners have shifted firms.
seats on the day they'd briefed a case
furthennore, "merger mania" is upon
involvingthatcompany.
us. Over the past few years, a number
Maya Moiseyev, 3L, who was ofout-of-state finns have come into
in Diamond's Criminal Law class as a
California, each by acquiring several
1L, remembered, "Professor
local partners with very profitable
Diamond's was the only class we
practices, or entire smaller to midactually wanted to prepare for, bring
sized finns. A large numberoflaw
guests to, or even attend. When I told finns, national, regional, and local,
my brother, a Hastings alum, that I'd
either are actively considering or have
been accepted and received my
been involved in merger discussions
schedule, the first thing he asked was if with other finns. The trend seems to
1had a class with John Diamond." His indicate that many ofeven the most
students, who are drawn irresistibly by highly regarded small tomedium firms
the sheer gravitational force and
are having difficulty competing with the
entertainment vaJue ofhis comedic
larger firms on associate compensation
style even if they haven't opened their
and in providing clients with a full array
casebook in weeks, always consisoflegaJ services. The consequence of
tently attend classes.
this consolidation is that students have
A Hastingsalum and fonner
more limited choices when they are
student of Diamond ' s. speaking on
considering law finn practice.
condilionofanonymity, said, "Ofall
Many times associates follow
my professors at Hastings, Professor
the partner{s) to theirnew finn. '
Diamond was theonlyonewho truly
However, the majority of associates
seemed to care. He wasn't out to
move on theirown for varying reasons.
show us how smart he was or how
It is increasingly rare that an attorney's
See Diamond... ...... Page 11 first job is his/heronly job. Thus, in
considering your first job the question

Professor Diamond Receives Teaching Award
by Mall Rowan. JL

On Monday, October 1,
students, faculty, and alumni gathered
in the Alumni Resource Center to
honor Hastings Professor John Diamond with the RutterGroup DistinguishedTeachingAward. Academic
Dean Leo Martinez presented the
award along with a check for $7500
to the well-known professor. Diamond
is loved among students for his classroom antics.
Diamond's teaching style has
defied description for decades, yet it
never fails to impress itselfirrevocably
upon the cerebral cortexes ofthose
students who have been fortunate
enough to have had one of his classes.
Dean Martinezcommented, "I would
never try 10 categorize John's style,
because those who haven't seen him
lecture would never believe it, and
those who have will never forget."
His method might be besl
described as a sort of hyper-frenetic
fusion of perfonnance art, slapstick,
and flfSt-rate legal scholarship.
Bouncing wildly up and down the
aisles in an utterly irregular orbit,
Diamond emits high-frequency waves
oflegal wisdom whilst rocking constantly back and forth upon his axis.

Job Market .... From Front Page
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is less "is this the right job?" and more
'\viII this finn give me the training and
experience to enhance my marketability formy next position?"
Anotherreality is that, after the
tremendous increases in associate
salaries and bonuses over the past two
years, compensation is flat. Many finns
have notified their associates that there
will not be bonuses this year, and that
base salaries are frozen. In addition,
!inns are employing other cost-cutting
measures such as asking new associates to defer their start dates, and have
been offering unpaid leaves of absence. To date, there have been no
salary reductions.
With the changes in the
economy, especiaJly the decline ofdotcom and emerging growth companies,
the "hot" practice areas have shifted
since last year. Litigation now heads
the list as the practice area with the
mostjobopportunities.lntellectua1
property remains very strong from
patent prosecution to "soft IP" areas
such as copyright, trademark, licensing, Internet, piracy, and privacy. Next
on the list are real estate/land use,
followed by labor and employment.
Corporate positions remain available,
but primarily for mid-to-senior level
associates. Not surprisingly in this
economic cycle, bankruptcy is heating
up. "Warm" practice areas include
international, environmental, tax, trusts
and estates. "Cool" areas are
healthcare, banking, and government
contracts. And for those of you with
"stars in your eyes": although Los
Angeles is the entertainment capital, it
is virtually impossible for a new .
graduate to break into that industry
unless you know someone!
In this tight legru market, finns
are giving closer scrutiny to grades and
perfonnance evaluations. Current
hiring programs appear to be tailored
to reflect a more conservative, longterm approach.
Valerie A. Fonlaine is a partner with
Seltzer Fontaine Beckwith, Legal
Search Consultants in Los Angeles.
She can be reached at
vfontaine@stbseach.comor
www.stbsearch.com

Write for the
Law News
Submissions and article ideas
should bee-mailed to
lawnewS@Uchastings.edu.
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Hastings Hockey Finishes Stellar Summer Season
Mighy Owls Lose 3-2 In Exciting Championship Game, Begin Fall Season Play On October 14th
By Ronnie Wagner. 3L

Last spring, Hastings CFO
David Seward put the callout to the
ice hockey players 10 join up and
represent the school during the Oakland Ice Center's adult hockey league
summer season. 3L Ronnie Wagner,
now the team's captain, responded,
and the two fonned the 14-player
squad known as the Mighty Owls.
There are five women on the team and
the players' ages range from 18 to 50.
New member Louis Smith, a
I L, looks forward to joining the roster
this season, which begins on October

at the University of Montana, was a
key factor in the teanl's wins. In
addition to his on-ice skills, his sportsmanship enhanced the team's remarkable camaraderie. "I don't know in
would beplaying ifit weren't for you
guys," enthused Loveman at a postgame gathering. "He is our star
player," says Wagner, "and we are
excited to be skating with him."
Seward, a tenacious
defenseman, was pleased with the
team's progress and cohesiveness.
"We have a good group of people,
and this is a lot offun," he adds. Other

Hastings students have provided
support, advice and encouragement
for the team, notably 3L 's Jason Angell
and Ryan Hassanein, both accomplished hockey players who participate
in other adult leagues. "I am fortunate
to have had their guidances in team
matters,"states Wagner, "because they
have many years of hockey experience
that they willingly share." Oakland
hockey director Andre La Croix, a
fonner Philadc1phiaFlyer, feels the
Owls have a promising future . "You
guys are very compelitive," he told
Wagner, ''we are glad to have you in

the league."
The MightyOwls wrapped up
the summer season on Sunday, September 23, 200 I with a heartbreaking
3-2 loss to their nemesis, the Jack
Rocks, in the championship game. 3L
Glen Miles was in the stands cheering
the team on. '"It was a great game, and
exciting to watch," Miles remarked.
"Everyone was skating hard." During
the summer season, the Owls battled
their way to first place in their division,
with a record of8 wins, 2 losses and 4
ties. They went on to win the firstround playoff game and earned a spot

1~~t3~!~~~351~gt~~~~~!~~~.~~ series).
in the finals
game
The (athree
Owls won
the

14"'. Says
"I the
can't
wait
to getSmith,
out onto
icc!" Smith, who played
high school hockey in
Massachusetts, came to
see the Owls during their
four grune post-season
toumanlent. Fellow
Hastings students, 3L's
Sally EVrulS, Tony Kim
and Glen Milesjoined
him in the stands, waving
blue and gold Hastings
pennants and doing the
wave. The team sported
bright yellow jerseys,
~
emblazoned with the blue
Mighty Owls custom logo
designed by 3L Kurt
Putnam.
3LJohn
Loveman, alternate
captain of the Owls, led
the team in scoring and
provided inspiration to
the less experienced
players with his incredible
skating moves and deft puck handling.
Loveman, who played college hockey

r"II

The Mighty Owls Hockey Team During their innagural Oakland Ice Center Summer Season.
Photo counesy of Ronnie Wagner.

Career Services is proud to announce the
Second

Annual

first game and lost the
second, forcing a game
three. "We really wanted
to capture the trophy,
because our team dominated all season," said
Wagner of the loss, "but
we should be proud of
our record and look
ahead to next season."
Although the team is
not officially aschoolsanctioned organization,
the tcam hopes to recruit
additional Hastings
students, staff and alums
for the upcoming season.
Currently, four spots are
open. All students, faculty
and staff arc encouraged
to come oul and enjoy the
games. Interested players
and fruts should contact
Ronnie Wagner,
wagnen@uchastings.edu,or
David Seward, sewardd@Uchastings.edu
for more infonnation about the team.

Moot Court Competitions

Ding Letter Contest

This is your chance to be a judge .

Letters will be judged by a panel on arbitrary
& capricious selection criteria.

Sign up on the 4th floor of 198 McAllister
to judge a moot court competi tion practice_

Submission Categories
Best Overall Rejection Letter, Shortest
Rejection Letter, Longest Rejection Letter,
Nicest Rejection Letter, Most Humorous
Rejection Letter, Best Letter Written by a
Student to an Employer

These competi ti ons ~ judges ;
John Marshall Info. Tech & Privacy
National Entertainment
National Crim Pro
Tang (AAPLSA) Competition
National Moot Court Competition

sutxnit Letters To Career Services (Names will be removed)

Prizes Awarded to Winners

Sessions last 1 1/2 hours. Thanks in advance .
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Perspective
Is Alcoholics Anonymous a Religious Organization for Privilege Purposes?
Court Upholds First Amendment, Spiritual Nature ofAA Forget MADD Magazine. AAFastest Way to Ordination!
By Camarin Madigan, 2L

Alcoholics Anonymous has
helped thousands of people conquer
their alcoholism. Today, thccourtjoins
may other AA supporters in recognizing the importance of confession in the
healing process.
Cox v. MilJer
In the New York case,
defendant, Cox, filed a habeas corpus
petition under 28 U.S.c. Section
2254, challenging his con'oiction for
two counts of manslaughter. Cox, 154
F. Supp. 2d 787 (S.D.N.Y. 2001).
On December 30,1988, Cox, along
with two others, went on a drinking
spree. Early the next morning, Cox
headed home, first stopping at the
Chervu home, where hc had lived with
his fami ly until he was 7 years old.
Cox broke into the home and killed
Mr. and Mrs. Chervu; he left a fingerprint and palm print at the scene ofthe
crime. He then walked home and
disposed of his bloodied clothes and
the knife, which he had stolen from the
Chervu kitchen.
Two years later, Coxjoined a
chapter of AA. In observance of the
AA discipline, Cox admitted to his
fellow AA members that he believed
he had committed these two murders.
Another two years later, one of the
AA members told her psychiatrist that
she knew of the crime. On the advice
ofanattomey, thisAA member
infonned the District Attorney of
Cox's story. Based upon this infonnation, the police were able to obtain
Cox' s fingetprintii and linkhim to the
crime scene.
At the trial, 7 AAmemhers
testified against Cox. Cox admitted on
the stand that he had killed the couple
during an alcoholic blackout. In 1995,
six years after the crime occurred, he
was convicted and sentenced to 16 21
3 to 50 years in 1995, over six years
after the crime. Witho~tthe disclosure
by his fellow AA members, the police
would have been unable to find Cox
and obtain his fingerprints.

Clergy Commun ication Privileged
The New York statute in

gated when the state compels an

by Kim Pillnam, 3L

Telling a fellow AA member

~~:tt~r.:~~~:~e:t~~'::~~ve

~~:~[~ :;~~~t ~~~~~~~:ression

you committed a cold-blooded

to his conscience. Even AA 's seem-

to the priest, meant to represent the
private confession of a person to God.

you at your trial. AA is simply not the

ings rises 10 a constitutional violation

kindof"religion" state legislatures

when - but only when - the slate

pri'oilcgcs.

that; once the courts found the very

with a particular class ofclerics or
congregants." People v. Carmona, 82

in Ncw
conviction on the grounds that a

could deny that the state and its courts

N. Y.2d ~~:N6e~~:r~1 ~:~~e is
intentionally aimed at all religious

confession thedefendant made to
fellow AA members was protected by

must be diligent in enforcing this
important personal constitutional right.

~~~:~;~~ Prnctice Commentaries,

eriy admitted into eVid~~ at hi~~~l.

~~~ ~::~~~i~~~a~~~:~ :~e~:~~o
encompass other religions over the

i~a:;sth:~~~: ~~:~e::!~~l~o

minist~ who spmtuallycounsel.
Cons Laws of

~L~~05~~~'

~~~~~~~~I~;~C~~~~~~i~:~ary
~~r~I~~:~!~i:t~~~~;rt

:~v~:;e~:~ :,:c~~~~f~~~~t~n~~'

=:~:~~~:

;e~l~oi~::~p:~~i~~~~Ogs=_-

~~:~~~: ~~~~~C~o~~~!c~~~:'t:
:h~:~~~:!i~~::~~~:o

Clause

~l:~~~: ::i:eh~~%lunent

~i.den~i~~~lege i~OtT ~~o~s~i~

15~xF~Su~P~' tiv~o:c~ and ~s:X~:Pt~Cn ~o t~~S a-

2d 787
(S.D.N. Y.
2001)). Cox
represents a
serious

:;s~~~~~~:e

general rule that all relevant evidence
should go before the jury. Therefore, a
higher level ofscrutiny must beapplicd
to prevent applying evidentiaryprivileges to ensure proper application of

~~:~:f ~~~=~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:

whether the
~:~::on

on a misread~

have been trampled by the state;

ingofth~:W. ::;;~~~~~:=ietyto

confidence and
forthe purpose
of obtaining
spiritual
guidance. Matter of Keenan v.
Gigante, 47 N. Y.2d 160, 166.
Confessions to fellow AA members,
following AA doctrine, fit under this
broad definition of privilege. AA
methodology reflects the spiritual
nature and confidentiality required by
the test.
Alcoholics Anonymous
AA was founded in 1935 in
Akron, Ohio as a self-help group. The
core beliefs ofthe program were
developed with religious flavor and the
literature provided by AA relies heavily
on the language and themes of the
Bible. In addition, each meeting is
closed with the Lord' s Prayer.
Members interact with an
See Pro AA ..
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Cox decision
is based on
faulty reasoning. Precedence dictates
that sentencing an inmate to a prisonsponsored AA program violates the
Establislunent Clause. Since the
Establislunent Clause is about statesanctioned religion, the court reasoned
that AA is areligion. The New York
clergy/penitent privilege statute ineludes the tenn "religion," therefore.
the court applies the privilege to AA
(and must apply, lest we 'oiolate Equal
Protection by treating AA differently
than other religions).
But violation of the Establishment Clause does not a religion make.
Both ofthe precedents the Cox court
cites as binding merely affinn that the
state violates the Establishment Clause
when it mandates that an atheist
inmate attend AA meetings. An
important constitutionalright isabro-

According to statute, New
York carmot force a "clergyman or
minister of any religion" to reveal a
"confession or confidence made to him
in his professional character as spiritual
advisor" in court. 1his is popularly
called the"clergy/penitent"privilege,
and requires an in-depth inquiry into
whether the pri'oilege applies.
Perhaps the Cox court was
swayed by the seemingly pennissive
languageof"anyreligion," interpreting
it to mean an organization whose
practices are vaguely religious or
spiritual in nature. However, the statute
clearly applied to "a member of the
clergy," qualified by the phrase "of any
religion" is considered. The issue
before the Cox court should have
whether a fellow AA member is
clergyman. Since the answer must be
''No,'' then no inquiry into AA's status
See Con AA ................ Page 7
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Commentary
Outdoors
by Gene Freeland, Has/ings Class of 1951

" Ready, Your Honor"
When J was a young punk in
the early 50's just starting my practice
as a trial attorney,lleamed the hard
way one onife's valuable lessons when your winning, recognize that fact,
sit down, and shut up. I'd filed a
mOlion against a L.A. lawyer to dismiss
his lawsuit, to be heard before a San
Diego judge. No contest, but J was
too green to know it.
Came the day forthe hearing.
I'd spent countless hours preparing my
argument, and sleepless nights rehearsing my points. When the clerk calling
the calendar came to my case I answered, ';Ready for the moving party,
your Honor," but there was silence
from theopposition.
The judge, a Napoleonic
political hack, leaned down from the
bench, gazed at me and said, "Mr.
Freeland, I seeplaintiff'scounsel is
from Los Angeles. He didn't happen
to tell you ifhe'd honor us with his
presence, did he?"
"No, your Honor, he did not,"
I said. The judge continued the matter
to the end of the calendar saying,
"We'll see ifhe shows up by then." My
fellow lawyers in the audience chuckled
approvingly and licked their lips,
waiting for the slaughter to follow.
Two hours passed, and my
case was called again. "Ready, your
Honor," I replied, and still there was
silence from the other side. Once again,
the judge leaned down from his lofty
perch and in a confidenti31 tone of
voice, said tome, "Well, Mr. Freeland,
are you ready for me to rule-or do
you want to argue?"
"Oh, your Honor," I said. "\
want 10 argue." "Very well," he said.
I took the better part ofhalfan-hour covering each point ad nauseam. When I'd finished all was
silence. The judge fin31ly spoke. He
said, "Mr. Freeland, before you rose I
was going 10 rule in your favor but,
having heard you, I've now reconsidered. Motion denied." Ta-cla!
" Hold the Fruit, Please"
When \ started my practice in

A Musing Commute

First, human nature urges us
to classifY and separate people by
their external characteristics. People
have always been divided into ''us''
We should not be surprised at
and "them." When tribes gathered in
thephenomenaofracialprofiling. There pre-agricultural societies, outsiders
are strong reasons for racial profiling to needed to be identified because
remain one of society's preferred
resource scarcity and economic
methods of interaction. Here are three
ignorance utilized zero-sum equations
reasons why we racially protile our
for inter-tribal relations. Resources
fellow citizens and a reconunenda:ion
taken from the tribe by outsiders were
for stopping it.
not available for use by the tribe.
Learning to identify outsiders by
external characteristics helped the
San Diego in the early '50's, the
courthouse had grown too small for the tribe sustain itselfby being able to
county'scaseload. Space was rented in exclude others based on those
characteristics. The innate drive to
Ihe San Diego Hotel across the street,
classify and separate for tribal survival
wal ls knocked down, benches, seals
is currently at odds with our cultural
and railings installed, and justice
desire to construct an egalitarian
delivered in a "civilian" atmosphere.
This atmosphere included hotel society. The United States has conquered zero-stun economics and we
guests underfoot and a bar across the
claim to love individual liberty. Diverlobby from the elevators. The Gold
sity
is lauded for the social tolerance it
Room was plain in decor but conveniently close, had booze, and a friendly engenders through fami liarity. Theold
tribal socio-economic justifications of
barkeep.
racial profiling no longer exist. HowOne of the many cases I tried
ever, thehwnan impulse to identifY
in the hotel took two months. I was a
bag boy for a senior trial attorney in the distinguishing characteristics of
individuals will probably always be
finn named Jim. Jim liked his alcohol.
with us.
At the end of each workday,
Second, the United States
between 4:30 and 5:00 PM we, with
has terminated the govenuncnt
hotel guests, jurors and judges, would
sanctioned practice of profiling with
descend in the elevators. While the
rest went home, Jim and I would cross the abolishment ofslavery. Still, those
immigrating to our shores have
the lobby, enter the tavern and order a
historically started on the lower rungs
round.
ofthe economic ladder. Chinese,
For him it was old fashioneds,
Irish, Polish, Germans, Latinos and
for me martinis. The first round his call
numerous others came and began new
always was, "Double Old Crow old
lives starting with little more than the
fashioned, and hold the fruit, please."
For the second round he'd say, "Same, clothes on their backs. During the
Populist years of the late 19th century,
hold the fruit." Forthethird simply,
the masses did not yet understand that
"One more, no garbage."
the zero-stun society had been
\ wish this story had a happy
conquered. Therefore, many old tribal
ending, but it doesn't. Jim was a topnotions lived on in our interrelationnotch trial lawyer who taught me
ships.
Those times were only the
everything he knew, but his circus
personality finally let him down. Just as recent past; we are living only two to
three generations later.
his politeness ebbed of an evening, his
Third, the imposition and
life ebbed all too soon, but not because
subsequent destruction of Black
there was a bar in the courthouse.
Codes and Jim Crow laws caused our
There's always one just around the
government to take up the cause of
comer. Hold the fruit, please.
promoting colorblind relationships and
[Copyright 2000 by Eugene L.
equal protection in our laws. HowFreeland. All rights reserved. Mr.
ever, some felt impelled to rapidly
Freela"d is the currellt Chair ofthe
enforce equality using coercive
Hastillgs Board ofDirectors.]
byArt Macomber, 2L

government powers to mandate
outcomes rathcrthan simply mandating
opportunity. Organized preferential
systems for job placement, student
admissions, government contract
assignments and job benefits, to name
a few, required classification systems
be imbedded into law. The existence
of many soci31 organizations, including
some groups at Hastings, depends on
the tribal identification system of racial,
gender, ornation31 origin classification.
Thus, Americans have been
taught that racial classification is helpful
in achieving certain social ends. We
have learned, sometimes with only the
best of intentions, to see others only
skin deep. This is racial profiling. It is a
lazy man 's solution, a short cut to
success, a mental offering immediate
gratification in the name of resolving
deep problems. We want it done FOR
us, but we do not want it done TO us.
We want it when it appears to help,
but complain when it hurts. We need
to make raci31 profiling - all racial
profiling-go away.
My recommendation for
beginning that process is to dismantle
311 usageofracial classification by
every level ofgovernment and by all
entities that receive government
funding. Even the census should stop
being a tool for corporations to gather
marketing data and simply take head
counts - as mandated by the Constitution. All college admission fonns
should stop racial profiling. All employment forms should stop racial
profiling. All government programs
must stop racial profiling for benefits
allocation. We need to train ourselves,
as a society, to see beyond sk in deep.
We need to eradicate the destructive
myth that some cannot advance
without holding back orcxc\uding
others. We need to eliminate the
insidious myth that raci31 profiling can
he31 past injustice by mandating
outcomes in employment or education.
We need to abandon the myth that we
can advance society by using racial
profiling for some purposes while
condemning it fbrother purposes.
America needs to stop all raciaJ
profiling - today. Author Identification:
Art Macomber is not any color nor the
absence thereof.
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Pro AA .............. From Page 5

Con AA ............ From Page 5

understanding that their discussions are
both anonymous and confidential. TIle
5111 Step requires that a new member
to admit "to God, to ourselves, and to
another human being the exact nature
of our wrongs." While step 8 requires
members to make "a list of all persons
we have hanned and become willing to
make amends to them all."
The First Amendment protects
freedom of religious practice and does
not limit the definition of religion to
those religions that have a clergyman.
In AA. all members play the role of the
clergyman to the extent of hearing
confessions. Thedistrietjudge held
that if the New York statute is construed as only endorsing only traditionally recognized religious expression
rather than less conventional religious
expression, the state, in enforcing the
statute, violates the Establislunent
Clause of the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
The First Amendment
In making the bold decision
that theAA is more than a self-help
program, the judge relied upon precedent in related areas of the law.
Specifically, the judge looked to the
Court of Appeals decision thai under
the Establishment Clause. "AA is a
religion and that imposing attendance
at AA meetings upon a criminal
defendant violated the Establishment
Clause by reason of the religious
nature of the Twelve Steps." Warner
v. Orallge CO/lilly Department of
Probation, liS F.3d 1068 (2dCir.
1999). In that decision, the AppelIate
Court relied upon the similarity betweeJl the methodology of the Twelve
Steps and the doctrines of more
traditional religious practices. Because
a court cannot not use AA as a
rehabilitation tool due to its religious
nature, it necessarily follows that AA
should be considered a religion under
laws like New York's privilege statute.
AA members engage in
religious activity ~d are encouraged to
accept God as a Supreme Being,
Creator, Father of Light artd Spirit of
the Universe. When art individual
confesses to his fellow AA members
and to this higher being through a
group treatment process, the confession constitutes expression and practice of religious exercise. Therefore,
AA is a religion under the statute artd
the First Amendment artd confessions
to fellow AA members dcseIVe the
privilege afforded such practices in
other, more traditional, religions.

as a religion is necessary.
Is art AA member a clergymart? I believe it would be instructive
to look at other, well-founded privileges such as the attorney/client and
doctor/patient privilege. These privileges have at least one requirement in
common, in that each relationship
involved a person recognized as a
professional in theirrcspective field.
Most states require that the attorney or
doctor actually be liccnsed by the Bar
or the AMA. They are men artd
women who are placed in a position of
trust that is sanctioned by their peers
artd the stale. They have at least some
trnining in the legal ramifications ofa
confidence from their clients or patients.
The idea of "clergyman" as a
professional is supported by the
lartguage of the statute itself(must be
made ''10 him in his professional
character as spiritual advisor''). Cases
interpret "clergymart" in much the same
way. For instance, a Minnesota case
fmUld the privilege would apply to a
m inister previously unknown 10 the
suspect who was present at the crime
scene, and working as an E.M.T.,
because the minister idelltified himselfas beillgall ordained. The court
made no inquiry as to which religion
the minister belonged to; "any" religion
would have sufficed.
The requirement that the
clergyman be a professional makes
sense. Attorneys may be disbarred, or
doctors disciplined for revealing their
confidences. Likewise, a member of
the clergy (in most, if not all religions)
is In some way restricted by that
religion. Clergy may face defrocking,
public reprimand, or loss of position as
a leaderofaspiritual community fora
legal infraction. It is worth noting that
clergy members acting as confessors
often discuss the limits of what may be
held confidential in the eyes of the law
before hearing a penitent.
AA mcmbers are encouraged
to confess to their peers and are
promised confidentiality. The group
imposes a moral duty on its members
not to reveal what is said, however,
there is no enforceable duty to do so.
AA members come and go; no special
training is required to be a sponsor so
the privilege would have to be extended to any and all AA members.
No outside legal or moral force is
watching to make sure their moral duty
See

Con AA ............... Page II
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Robbin' The Nail
BySClln Welch, 2L a"d Emmeu Seltzer, 2L

For too long this paper largely
ignored the issues that Hastings
students actually talk about. In a way,
it also prevented students from learning
about the issues they should be talking
about. This column is an attempt 10
voice some ofthose issues. And to dig
up some dirt.
So, if people are talking about
it (even ifit's mere rumor, speculation,
or pure gossip), drop us a line and
we'll check it out. You can e-mail us
artytime at RTN@uchastings.edu. We
promise not to include your name in
our story. Anyway, here is what we've
got this month...
Crashing Interviews
Fall on campus means two
things: freaked out first years and On
Campus Interviews ("Ocr'). WelI,
three things-for students participating
in OCI, there is also the question of
whether it's a good idea to "crash"
interviews. ("Crashing" an interview is
asicallythe act of putting on a suit
and a smile and stepping into an
inteIViewer's makeshift, on-campus
office uninvited.)
Many students feel the practice is simply part of the game. One 2L
told RTN, "Hey, I've got nothing to
lose by it." Advocates also argue that
employers are often impressed by a
crasher's obvious aggressiveness. In
fact, Hastings Career SeIVices openly
advocates the practice. Directorof
Career Services, Sari Zirmnennan,
told RlN, "I think crashing is great ifil
is done in a polite way. It shows the
firm you are interested and willing to
put it all on the line."
However, others feel that
crashing is tacky and is likely to
backfire; thai employers are not
impressed at all by someone who is so
quick to take time out of a peer's
assigned inteIView time. One 2L
reported, " It just makes you look like
ajerk." Another OCI candidate
pointed out. "If you didn't get an
interview with your number one
choice, there is nothing wrong with
sending a resume in the mail, calling, or
stopping by the office." The student
added, "It gets the same point across
without thech~ce of backfire."
.
There IS yet another argument
agamst "crashing": it subverts the
I~ottery system. A 2L explained the

interviews solely from the lottery are as
likely to get ajob out of that interview
as people who were selected by that
firm. But when there are a ton of
people tossing their resumes back into
to mix, lhe likelihood that a "lesser
qualified" person will come out with a
job goes down . That may be especially true when people with 20+ OCI
spots are crashing the finns they were
not invited to inteIView with.
So what to do? Is crashing
worth it? Should Career Senrices
allow it? Let us know what you think.
Gratutious "In-Class" Laughter
RTN does not claim to be art
expert on comedy. However, it does

know when something is not funny. So,
RTN poses this question: why do
people laugh at stupid, inarte jokes in
law school classes? Are we that
starved for laughs?
Often, what passes for funny in
class is not funny in any other context.
A 2L mentioned to RTN that Professor Park recently uttered the phrase,
"Oh, Crap," artd the class erupted in
laughter. RTNtried to work this
phrase into several conversations out
on the beach and did not get the same
reaction.
Originally, this problem came
to RlN's attention when another 2L
related a story to them. He reportedly
told a "funny" anecdote from class to a
non-law student friend. His professor
had said something that left theclass in
stitches. Needless to say, the friend
didn't find the story even remotely
funny. In fact, the friend cried. His law
student friend had become a dork.
Try an experiment. Tell a non-law
school friend of yours a "funny"
anecdote that happened in class. See if
they fmd the humor. Be forewarned,
your friend will stare at you blankly
and wonder when you became a dork.
Since we heard this story,
RlN has been monitoring gratuitous
laugher activity and have found that
things that evoke in-class laughter are
largely unfunny. This is not to say that
there is nothing funny in our classes,
just that the bar for laughter is lowered
considerably.
We would like to encourage
you to send any stories of incredibly
unfunny happenings that were received
with laughter. Or if you don't agree,
send us stories that you think are truly
funny. Ofcourse, submissions from
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Arts & Entertainment
By Brooke Coo/shy, 2L

A.C.T. Launches Its 35th Season

The American Conservatory
Theater opened its 35'" season in San
Francisco with performances of
Harold Pinter's Celebratioll and 77,e
Room. Pinter selected Carey PerloIT,
who is celebrating hertenth Anniversary as artistic director, to stage the
first American production of Celebra-

lack of dialogue in the first 4 minutes of privacy is successively threatened by
the play highlights Rose making eggs,
the intrusion of her talkative (and deaf)
landlord, a pair of married apartment
toast and tea for breakfast. She

two

The
plays were written
fony years apart; Pinter's first play,
The Room, was written when he was
just 26. And the two plays are as
different as a four-decade time difference would suggest. They reflect not
only the changing times, but also the
difference in perspective between the
young and the new, the struggling artist
and the accomplished playwright.
17Ie Room tel ls the stol)' of
Rose, a working-class woman isolated
in the one room she shares with her
silent husband in a boarding house in
postwar London, He is almost literally
silent. Pinter is known for the use of
the dramatic pause and the unnerving
silence and in this respect, The Room
does not disappoint. The complete

"Taste"
by A/ex Sood. 2£

OCI is over. You are about to
land that sununer job. What are you
going todo when it's time to celebrate?
What to Drink
No more Cold Duek for you,
you are now ready for the world of
cuvee Champagne. But which of the
big names is best? Settling the age-old
debate between the three premier
Champagnes is no enviable task. But
for your benefit I am going to undertake the challel"!ge. Taste is presenting
a review of the 1990 vintages from:
Moet et Chandon Dam Perignon,
Veuve Cliquot Ponsardin La Grande
Dame and Louis Roederer Cristal.
Veuve-CliquotPonsardin,
founded in 1772 in Reims, Franee (a
region in Champagne) is one of the
oldest and most distinguished Champagne houses in the world. La Grande

mysteriously asks her to come "home,"
This play is dark and menacing. The setting is bleak. Onstage, it is
snowing outside and you can feel the
chill as Y9U sit watching the stOI)'
unfold. The end does not wrap everything up nicely; like most good art, it
leaves you questioning. Is Rose really
hiding in an abusive marriage to
conceal her religious faith in a time of
persecution? And why did Pinter
choose a blind black man as the most
tragic character in the play?
By contrast, Celebration is
fi.umy, raunchy, and feisty. It isset in a
trendy, cxpensive London restaurant
where three married couples savagely
joust with each other while pretending
to toast each other's health. The
diaJoguc goes back in forth between
two different tables; one containing
two middle-aged couples celebrating a
wedding anniversary, the othcroontaining a young couple celebrating a
promotion.
Through it all,an intrusive
waiter with a grandfather who seems
to have knovffl everyone who was

See ACT .................... Page 9
tling. Literally the "great lady,"this
bottling is homage to the founder's
wife who, after being widowed in
1802, continued to run the chateau
until her death in 1866. The Champagne became one of the elite with
their very first vintage, 1969, released
in 1977. The Louis Vuitton-Moet
Hennessey conglomerate now owns
the chateau, which also owns Dom
Perignon.
La Grande Dame is an exquisite Champagne. The 1990 vintage is a
pale yellow-straw colored wine. It is
complex and medium-bodied, containing flavors of citrus. The wine shows
its lees. Both toast and yeast flavors
linger behind. It has a rounded mouthfeel, with a fairly long silky finish.

$90.00
Moet et Chandan Cuvee Dom
Perignon is the premier bottling of the
worlds largest Champagne House.
Founded in 1743 in Epemay, (another
region in Champagne) the chateau did
not release the Dom Perignon bottling

predominantly from the vineyard
where Dom Perignon worked under
the Abbey ofHautvillers. To this day
the bottling bears this tribute to the
religious histol)' of French Champagne
production.
The 1990 vintage Dom
Perignon is a light-medium bodied, dry
wine. It is creamy and smooth to the
mouth, with an extremely long finish.
Substantial toast and strong yeast
combine with a fruity strong apple and
some pear flavors. $100.00
The house of Louis Roederer
was founded in 1760 in Rcims,
Champagne France. The Cristal
Cuvee is its premier wine and currently
one of the top Champagnes produced.
Cristal has been bottled in the uncharacteristic clear bottle since its first
vintage by orderofthe only customer
at the time - the Russian Czar. To this
day, Cristal is bottled in the clear glass,
covered in telltale gold cellophane.
Cuvee Cristal1990 vintage is
a golden colored wine. It is medium-to

citrus, making forancxtremely-sitkysmooth mouth-feel. Thedistinguishing
character of this wine is the long length
of the finish. The wine is polished and
smooth. $120.00
The Veuve-Cliquot La Grande
Dame is likely the best bet forthose
unfamiliar with the cuvee champagnes.
It will provide enough smoothness and
finnish to distinguish it from the noncuvee, non-vintage Champagnes and
sparkling wines, without the stronger
toast and yeast flavors of the Dom
Perignon. It also lacks the tartness of
the Cristal which some might find less
enjoyable. La Grande Dame is also
less full bodied than the Cristal, which
may be more pleasant to some paleltes.
Whichever you chose to celebrate the
new job -Congratulations. All wines
reviewed are available at The Wine
Club, 953 Harrison St. San Francisco

(415) 512-9086.

See Taste ...
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anyone in the 20'" century, hilariously
intenupts dinner. The play is full of
British humor, bad language and
smoke. I laughed the entire time.
The A.c. T. is one of the
nation's leading resident professional
theaters. The Conservatory is one of
the most distinguished actor training
institutions in the nation with fomler
students including Denzel Washington,
Annene Belling, Winona Ryder, and
Benjanlin Bran.
TIle Room and Celebration
areonlyplaying through the end of this
week; so if you want to go, act
quickly. If you miss out, you can be
sure that the ACT's next production,
James Joyce's TheDeadwillbeahit.
Winner of the 1999Tony Award for
bestbookofamusical, it opens
October 30.
Tickets can be purchased at
the Geary Theater Box Office at 405
Geary Street at Mason, 415.749.2228
or online at www.act-sfbay.org.
Tickets cost between $19 and $61.
Visit the website for infomation on

Taste ............... ..From Page 8
The Best Deal in Town
Ozumo Bar and Restaurant is
featuring the 1997 Chateau SI. Jean,
Cinq Cepage, Cabemet Sauvignon for
S I 05. This wine was the 2000 "Wine
of the Year" for the Wine Spectator
and is really a phenomenal wine. The
Wine RETAILS forSI25 at local
merchants, including The Wine Club,
and is being sold onlineas high as
$195. Even the Chateau is selling the
wine for $76 dollars on-site and limits
your purchase to two bottles. It is
quite refined with a moderate tarmic
structure. It is a dark ruby color with
navors ofdark cherry and black
berries. It has a hint of pepper and
hints oflight earth and some leafy
aromas on the nose. This is a great
wine and at an outstanding bargain.
Qzumo Sushi Bar, 161 Steuart SI. San
Francisco (415}.882-1333
WhereTo Eat
Charles Nob Hill.
This place is a tremendous
experience. The food , atmosphere and
service are all among the best in San
Francisco, truly an exceptional place
to celebrate that 2L job. Arriving at
Charles Nob Hill is akin to entering
into a premier East Coast restaurant.
A doonnan opens the brass doors to
the building and directs you upa few
stairs. Once inside, another employee
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Sa n FnlDcisfo Opera Through 1011 4 Sain i Sac:n's "Samson (I Dalila" wlll~h features the retum ofmc:zzo-soprano Olga Borodma asihe phihstlDc
Icmpl1l:ss Dalila. 10110-10128 Wagner's play " O, C Melslersmger von Numberg" and bass· baritone James Morris makes hiS debut as Hans Sach. Ti~kets
an be purchased for $.40-$ 150 or $30 Ihe day oflhe show. Go 10 www.sfo~l1l.~om or CllII (415) 864-3330 for mort information
Si n Francl~eo Symphony 10114 Herben BlomSlcdl conduCIS the Gewandhaus Orcheslra of Leipzig. 10117 World·renowned pianisl Manha Argerieh
~rfOI11t$ & rcar duo-piano r«ilal wilh Nelson. lOllS-I 0120 Stanislaw Skrowaczcwski leads the first SFS pcrforman~cs of his own work "Music al
Nighl" with James Galway on nute 10124·]0127 Featunng pianisl Horacio GUlltrrez ~rforming Rachmanlnofrs Rhapsody on a Thtme of Pas anini,
us 43 and more. 10129 Music dirC(:\or, SeiJi Oziiwa leads the San Francisco Symphony in a special one-nighl Pension Fund Conctrt celebrating the
th anDiversary of Mr. Ozawa's first Nonh American ~rformance. For ticket information call (41 5) 864-6000 or.see www.sfsymphony.org.
IOI t3-10I14101 Wdls FartO Fall Cup 1001 Rtgana. Watch America' s Cup participants, Olympic veterans and formcrworld champions in two days
fsallboat fled·style TllCing on the San Francisco Bay. The public is invited 10 walch from noon to 5:00 p.m at PIER 39. For more informalion call
415)705-5500.
IO/ t4-10I14101 Lallno Summer FlrstllOGI . San Franci>co Independence Celebrallon fealures music, dance, cu lture and food for the Hi spanic:
Herilage Monih with the theme for "In the Spirit of Independence and Fr«dom." From II am- 6 pm allhe Civic Center Plaza. For informalion call
415)S26-140]
10119-10121/01 Internationll Vinbge Poster Fair. The oldesl and larsest vinlagt poster fair in the world features 10,000 American and European
poslers from Ihe Ig90s10ihe I 980s is being held al ihe Fort Mason Center. Fo r information call (415) 546-96Qg.
10119·]0121/01 Sin Francisco Arts .-estlvli. Oneoflhe largestjuriederaft and an show in Cahforn ia, fealuring 15,0000riginal works from 225
nalionallyknown artiSIS, food and drinks. Oct. 19 (12-8pm), Oct. 20 (10-7pm), Oct. 21 (l0-6pm) al the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium. Forinformatio
11(530)756-6356
10120-10120101 EJ:otic Erolle Bill. The largtsl indoor masquerade ball in Ille world features non-SlOp enltnammenl, erolic dancers, eJ:olic pcrformc:rs,
agicians, sword-swallowers, fire~altrs, elhnic danct trou~s, wild sideshows and a COSlume com~lilion. Atlhe Cow Palace in Daly CiIY. For
infOTmationcall(415)469·6065.
10I24-11/4I0IT he 191h Annual S. n FrandscoJazz Festiva l. Celebrallng live music: fromlhe world's fineSI mUSicians ~rforming 10 an array of
vanousjau. styles at various !ocal1ons Ihroughoullhe C,ly. This year' s line-up intludesjau piano masler Kellh Jarrell; Oavt Brubeck Quartel;
vocalisl ROSlmary Clooney; Bill frisclllD IWO one-of-a-kind duelS wilh Greg Leisz and much more. For infOTmalion call (415) 788·7353.
10126-11/4101 Grand Na lion a l Rodto, Ho rst and Stock S how. Enjoy
the Cow Pabce in Daly Cily. For informatton call (415) 469·6Q(j5.

con~ens,

an, food. livestock and rodeo

com~lll1ons

ruthe Grand National at

is on site simply to greet you by nante. or nine courses. This menu changes
Duck breast with braised figs and a
almosldaily.
Another takes your coal, and yet
lOO-year-old fig infused balsamic
another escorts you to your seat.
A recent tasting menu included vinegar. This was fantastic. The duck
a foie-gras sampler, a fava-bean puree seared to rare perfection. The vinegar,
There is no attitude and no waitingprovided you have the requisite
shot, and a house-cured white anstrong and tart, brought out the
reservation.
chovy with tomato-skin appetizer. And sweetness of the figs and the game of
that was just to start. A venison
the duck. The next courses were a
Once seated in the art-deco
style dinning room, you are surrounded medallion entree was rich and lender
blur, but I assure you they were all
by lush, dark woods and silk. The
beyond belief. The Medallion arrived
fantastic and delicious.
tables are set in fine china in the old
The wine list is predictably
in a clear, thick, sweetened au-jus that
grand with several old-world BorFrench style. Essentially, three more of was one of the richest clear sauces I
have ever tasted. Desserts were a
deaux and astrongshowingofCaliforeve!), piece ofcutlery, plate and glass
sampling of house made ice creams as nians including the stand out 1997
than you could possibly use - all are
carted away almost immediately upon
well as a plate of' 'petit fours," the
Foxen Cabemct, which is impossible
being seated.
French inspired mini-pastries, chocoto find - anywhere. Not only do they
have tltis tremendous wine; they go the
Charles Nob Hill is the prodlatesand fiuitjellies. The chocolates
extra mile for the patron and serve it
uct of several of San Francisco's most were incredible. They were dark and
prominent ',[oodies." The owner is
buttery-smooth. I don't know where
by the glass.
This meal will not becheap.
they were from but they put Tuechers,
Charles, as in Charles T. Condyof
Godiva and a few others to shame
The tasting menu - which I recomAqua, the FiDi stalwart for the City's
mend - will be about 65 dollars for the
banking and legal power brokers. The with the richness and smoothness of
menu has been devised by Ron Siegal, their textures.
6 course, 85 for the 9 course. Count
ex ofYOlUltville's French LaWldry, still
on paying more if you include any
Anothernight thechefprespecial additienal items, such as the
the hardest restaurant at which to gel a pared a butter-lettuce and pear salad
foie-gras appetizer. There is a Prix-fixe
reservation in the US. Siegel is also the with dnmken pears and Gorgonzola
only American "challenger"to win a
with truffie honey. Although I find these menu available for45 dollars, but
what's
the point in counting pennies
"battle" on the Japanese cult TV show, types ofsalads offensive as a first
when you're celebrating. 1250 Jones
course, I persevered. Next was a
Iron Chef. Also affiliated with the
SI. San Francisco (415}f71-5400.
braised lobster in bordelaise sauce,
restaurant is Michael Mina of Aqua.
with a puree of butter squash. This
This is Gallic-Califomian food
dish was fantastic. The lobster had
Next Month
at its best. The care taken with each
Taste reviews several wines,
none of the toughness that can often
plate is exacting. Although cwrently
available practically everywhere that all
happen with this type of braised
the executive chefis Melissa Perello,
break the 90 point barrier and are
fonnerly the sous-chefat Charles Nob seafood. The Butternut squash was
priced under 10 bucks. Plus, where
navored with a vanilla essence that
Hill, Siegel's influence on Perello is
was rich and fragrant without overyou should never eat in San Francisco
unmistakable. My best advice is to
- EVER.
order the chefs tasting menu, either six powering the lobster. Next a Sonoma
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Editorial
Bowdlerization at its Best
With the privilege of publishing a newspaper comes the responsibility to
report the news, News, however, cannot be effectively reported without proper
access to information. The question becomes what happens in times of war
when government censors restrict access to information. What is more important: the public's right to know or the military's security and confidentiality?
An informed public is essential to our democracy. An uninformed public
leaves a government of the people, by the people, and for the people vulnerable
and ineffectual. Confidentiality is essential to our military. Open access to covert
military information leaves soldiers injeopardy, tactics exposed and the enemy
with a distinct advantage.
It has only been a few days since the first strike on Afghanistan. We are
already seeing tight lips from Secretray of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and Head
of the Joint Chiefs of StaffGeneral Richard Myers during the Pentagon's daily
briefings. "We simply do not discuss operations" penneates the air.
Like the strict censorship of the Persian Gulfwar, question after question
is either deflected, redirected, or simply ignored. At the same time, network
television journalists continue to report live from inside Afghanistan. Audio and
video images stream into our living rooms directly from forward areas. Modem
satellite technology has allowed up to see the battlefield like never before, You
have to wonder, however, how many times we are going to see that single cruise
missile being launched before this is all over.
During World War II, correspondents covered the war from the front
lines. They wore uniforms dressed with a correspondents ann badge. They did
not carry weapons. They were there to cover the events of the day. The same
access to the front occurred during Korea and Vietnam. (Fonner Vice President
Gore was an anny correspondent during the Vietnam War.) In Vietnam, reporters needed only to sign a liability waiver to gain pemlission to travel unescorted
with the troops.
News from the front line was thoroughly censored by military brass, but
it was documented nonetheless. It took hours, days, weeks, or even years for
the censorship of that mfonnatlOn to be hfted. But because the reporters were
there, because they were covering the front line, we the people eventually had
the opportunity to examine the actions camed out in our name by the men and
women of the armed forces. OthelWise, University of ArizonaJoumalism
Professor Jacqueline Sharkey argues, the lack of media access will be used "not
for military purposes but for political purposes," to cover up mistakes rather than
protect lives and operations.
A perfect example of an eventual airing of information came in 1943,
during World War II. According to John Moms, a fonnerpicture editor for Life
Magazine, the rule sent down by the military was, ''we can show enemy dead
but not our own people. Especially faces. Life ran a photo from Buna Beach in
New Guinea. That picfUre was held up in censorship in Washington for about
eight months before it was released. It showed two orthree American bodies
face down in the sand."
While the Gulfwarwas the most reported war in history, it was arguably
the most heavily spun. Very few reporters were allowed to visit the front lines.
The Pentagon worked out a protocol forthe Gulf War under which a press pool
would be allowed to observe the fighting, and their reports would be subject to
military censorship. As it turned out, the "pool" reporters saw little, and what the
public saw was shaped largely by thedaily briefmgs given by top government
andmilitaryofficials.
Viewers were tre:tted to video-game-like footage of "smart" weapons
finding their targets, devoid of dead bodies or suffering. Thosewho set out on
their own were sent home. The reporter for NBC, Arthur Kent, was forced to
report from in front of the changing rooms for the swimming pool ofltis Baghdad
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hotel. Most Amencan rruhtary actiOns went tmdocumented and unreported.
In the wake of the Pentagon's light control over the infonnation during
the GulfWar,joumalists and the military agreed in 1992 to a declaration of
principles, including understandings that "journalists will beprovided access to all
major military units" and that "open and independent reporting will be the
principal means ofcoverage of U.S. military operations."
We must be wary of the current tone in Washington. President Bush, in
his address to Congress, made it clear that the coming military campaign, which
has already begun, will depend heavily on covert operations whose existence will
remain hidden "even in success." At his side were Vice President Dick Cheney
and Secretary of State Colin Powell, two of the principal architects of military
censorship in lraq.
The logistics ofcovering the war on terrorism could prove to be night~
marish. Unlike the Gulf War, which had aclearly defined enemy and battleground, the war on terrorism is more an idea than a concrete reality. This new
war could be fought in many countries, including the United States, and is
exceedingly unlikely to feature any set battles that the media could observe.
Still, we cannot accept the carefully constructed collage of faultless
weaponry and bloodless battles in the days and weeks to come. No one believes that the press should indiscriminately print national secrets, and given the
opportwlity, newspapers historically have not. History shows us that a ntunberof
reporters knew when and where D-Day would take place, yet none revealed
those details. In the end, military censorslup must be driven by the honest
intention to preserve national security. It cannot be used as a means of deception
to undennine the rule ofdemocracy.
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Reaction ............ From Page 2
Law News) to continue to accurately
report the discrimination faced by
Arab Americans and South Asians and
to givecommWlity leaders a tool w ith
which to organize their local communities to respond to the backlash.
The vast majority of the
incidents were reported to have
occurred immediately after the attacks
on September 11,200 1. The drop off
in the numbers, however, docs not
necessarily indicate a drop of in the
quantityofbias incidents.
Harassment and threats were
the most common form ofbias, making
up more than two-thirds of all reported
incidents. Weapons were used in 27
cases and vehicular assault occurred in
five cases.
Much of the focus of the
backlash was on the visible institutions
that support the Middle Eastern
corrununity, namely businesses that
provide spiritual and commWlai
support. These two groups aCCOWlted
for more than 60% ofthe all back1ash
incidents.
Islamic institutions, such as
mosque!j, and schools were among the
most vulnerable targets for bias
incidents, making up 35% of all
reported incidents. Mosques were the
targets of close to half of all vandalism,
a third of phone harassment and phone
threats, and close to half of all shooting
incidents.
Nearly three-quarters of all
reported arson and arson attempts
were directed at businesses believed
to be owned by Muslims. Incidents
involving schools, students, and
slUdent groups accoWlted for another
15% o f reported cases.
Perception played a major role
in determining backlash victims, as
evidenced by m any cases in which
victims included Sikhs, Hispanics, a
Greek American and others.
South Asians were involved in
13% of the reported incidents. Practicing Sikhs, w ith their distinct cultura.l
traditions we~ among those who were
singled out. Incidents involving Sikhs
made up more than halfoftheSouth
Asian total. This includes the shooting
death ofa Sikh gas station owner in
Mesa Arizona on September 15.
Three Pakistani businesses
burned down and three more cases of
attempted arson against Pakistani
Americans were reported. A Pakistani
grocer from Texas was among those
shot and ki lied in the first week after
the attack.
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Amazingly, fourteen other
incidents involved Americans who
were mistaken for being of Muslin or
Middle Eastern backgroWld including
a Latino man who was attacked 'in
Southern California. A Greck-owned
cafe was vandalized in Everett, Washington and a New York taxi cab drivcr
ofTrinidadian descen t was stopped
five times by police on his drive home
from New York to Virginia Beach,

VITginia
In an attempt to give recommendations, the SAALT report notes
that there are no simple solutions to
prevent these types ofback1ash from
occurring again. It is incumbent upon
commWlities,leaders, media and even
those of us here at Hastings to
proactively educate fellow Americans
about ourcountry's diversity and to
insure the protection of civil rights.
On a policy level, the report
suggests that more needs to be done
to insure civil rights protections and to
engender multicultural Wldemand.ing.
Currently, the report notes, Americans
have inconsistent protection with
regard to hate crimes. They are often
al the mercy of state laws as there are
many obstacles to federal intervention.
In the end, the report notes
that it would be remiss to not mention
the tales of hope that have been
reported throughout the nation. In
manycorrununities, Americans were
responsive and even pro-active in
reassuring their Muslim, Sikh, Arab,
and South Asian American neighbors
that they would stand with them.
Acts of kindness and compassion included public statements and
vigils, editorials denoWlcing stereotypes, interfaith worship and simply
patronizing the businesses owned by
Middle Eastern and South Asian
entrepreneurs. In the end, SAALT
believes thai these incidents give us
hope that the problem of hate and bias
is one that can be resolved over time
w ith greater attention to educating
Americans that diversity and tolerance
are values worth presetYing.
The fo llowing arej ust some of the
reports involving Bay Area residents:
A Fremont Sikh who works as
a truck driver was beaten up Tuesday
night in the Los Angeles area while
working. (The Argus, 9/13/01)
An Arab-owned food m arket
in Fremont, California was vandalized
w hen someone threw rocks and a
bottle at the store. The fist-sized rock
scared customers as it caromed o ff the

storefront window. The owner went
and hung a patriotic banner from his
shop window. "I have to live my life,"
he said. (Associated Press, 9/14/01)
A Persian-American, who
owns a coffee shop in San Francisco,
said that he had received four threatening phone calls. (San Jose Mercury
News, 9113101)
A shopkeeper who emigrated
from Morocco said a "white man" had
shouted anti·Muslim slurs at him. (San
Jose Mercury News, 9(13/0 I).
A woman said her co-workers
teased and taWlted here all day
following the attacks. 'They kept
saying, 'She's Afghan. She's Afghan.'
Like she's one of the terrorists," she
said. "What do Ido? I ran away from
that country, from those people, and
this isnot my fault." (San Jose MercuryNews, 9/13/01)
People walking by a Palestinian American's San Francisco market
made comment's like "Go back to
your COWltry" and "We should kill you
all," the grocer said.
The director of the Islamic
Network Group in San Jose, said she
received two threats to herorganization the day ofthe attacks. The next
day, she fielded more than seven
threatening calls and e-mails. "One of
the threatened my life and the lives of

Con AA ............. From Page 7
to maintain confidences is in place.
Finally, the open structure of
AA meetings destroys the privilege. In
the Minnesotacase mentioned above,
the suspect later told the police what
he had discussed with the minister, thus
revealing to the police the content of
his utterance and destroying the clergyl
penitent pri vilege. The minister had 10
testity. Therefore, theprivilegedoes
not apply to a statement to a congregation, or anyone in an AA meeting. It
requires a confession made in private,
to aclergymember, in the interests of
receiving absolution.
New York has decided, as a
matter of public policy, that a free and
complete confession to a clergy
member outweighs the public interest
in enforcing its criminal laws. However,
the legislature has placed certain
specified conditions on when and how
this confession can be privileged in
court. Likethe attorneylclient privilege,
the court should closely scrutinize
whether the claimant has met the
statutory requirements to prevent a
substantial injustice. The clergyl
penitent privilege cannot, and should
not, be extended to AA members.
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all Muslims. Others were saying, 'Get
thehelioutofmycoWltry. You ruined
thecoUlltry, and you will all die.'"
For those looking to view the entire
report, the PDF file can be found at
http://www.ialeadership.orgl
BiasRet?ort.pdf. The website for the
South Asian American Leaders of
Tomorrow is www.saalt.org.

Diamond ........... From Page 3
smartweweren't. We knew he was
smart. He went out of his way to let
us know that grades aren't all that
matter, that they only reflect how well
you can put it down on paper, not how
well you will doin lifeor even in your
career."
Speaking infonnallyto a group
of students before the ceremonies,
Diamond lived up to his caring reputa- r
tion by dispensing sage interviewing
advice. ''Don't do like I did and
impale yourself with a pencil at your
first interview. I don't think that went
overtoowelJ. Try not to walk into
closets either." Diamond also told the
group the story of his first lecture at
Hastings, at which he managed to
break his ankle yet kept on teaching
up to the end of class despite the
excruciating pain. Past and present
students of Diamond's will haveno
trouble crediting this acCOWlt, either for
the broken ankle or for the fact that he
kept on lecturing. Both are pure
Diamond.
As Dean Martinez pointed out
during his speech to the crowd of
approximately 40 gathered to celebrate Diamond, it is his dedication to
teaching that most distinguishes
of
Diamond in the hearts and
those who know him.
In accepting the award, a
modest Diamond expressed his deep
gratitude for being permitted to leach
students at Hastings. "There is not
really much we teachers can do when
the students are so bright and so hardworking," Diamond opined. ''The most
we can do is to try and impart some of
our passion so that the students will
not let the la~ school f<l9ade divert
them from the things theyreallycare
about and that brought them here in
the first place."
Few, ifany, stUdents who havebeen blessed by getting to take a class
from Diamond would think to question
it if the Distinguished Teaching Award
was simply given to Diamond on an
annually recurring basis. Professor
Diamond is certainly proof that teaching is an area in which Hastings most
defirutely excels.
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